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Chapter 1 : Vivo IPL Live Score - IPL 11 Schedule, Players List, Teams Squad, IPL Tickets
Cricket News: The mega two-day Indian Premier auction is over. Across Saturday and Sunday, the eight franchisees
assembled under one roof to rebuild their squa.

James Faulkner Dhawal Kulkarni Other team franchise will be asked to retain the exact equal number of fixed
number of players as Chennai super kings and Rajasthan Royals, Meanwhile the other team franchise will be
released into the pot for the main auction. In this part the team franchise will build the image by adding new
names. Meanwhile the franchise are going to consider the fact that the teams had built their fan base and
franchise around certain players with which it surely is unlikely that the franchise will let those players go.
Mumbai Indians have won the title for the third time for this IPL Season and so they have become one of the
most successful team in the history of the Indian Premier League. The team franchise if so certain to retain
their captain Rohit Sharma. Hardik Pandya, Lasith Malinga and Kieron Pollard could also be seen as per our
prediction of being retained players by the Mumbai Indians. The combination of the two players have been
very consistent and well performing over the last two seasons of IPL. The Sunrisers Hydrabad is not likely to
lose the duo and and it is possible that Yuvraj Singh will be retained as he have been valuable player for the
team so far and it is very likely that he will be seen in an orange jersey once again. David Warner and
Bhuvneshwar Kumar have also been seen in tremendous form over the past two season for the team, so there
is a very good probability for them to be retained by Sunrisers Hydrabad. For Kolkata Knight Riders, Gautam
Gambhir has been a key player who has been seen to take his potential through the trickiest of the situations.
Along with Gautam Gambhir one of the great all-rounder Yusuf Pathan who has proved to be a great asset and
been taken his potential to many victories which has appeared to be a defeat. Sunil Narine has done a well in
bowling and it is really hard to think the Kolkata Knight Riders to let him go. Kings XI Punjab are the one
team in need of a massive overhaul. After performing disastrously, consistently, over the last three seasons,
they need a side which can perform well. A couple of players which they are likely to retain are Hashim Amla
and Glenn Maxwell, their two best performers from the season. They need a good batting order, and these two
players have a lot to contribute for it. Delhi Daredevils have built a good squad over the years, with
mid-twenties being the average age of players. They have invested in young talent and while they are yet to
see any concrete results, there are many names which have performed superbly. Sanju Samson is one such
player, who had a great season last year with Delhi, and is likely to play for the same team in too. Rishabh
Pant too, played well for his side in and Delhi may very well retain him for the next season as well. Zaheer
Khan may be retained by the side as well. Royal Challengers Bangalore are the last but not the least, we have
the Bengaluru side. Virat Kohli is undoubtedly the player who will be retained under all circumstances. We
know what a huge star he is and his team will not let him go, with Kholi in their team, they can beat anyone on
their day and they will want to bounce back after finishing bottom last season. However, it is possible that we
may see either AB de Villiers or Chris Gayle leave The chances for the latter one are higher. IPL Auctions is
on horizon and it is expected to see the full details with in few weeks including the Retained players list after
the Auctions. Keep in touch with us for further updates on the IPL season.
Chapter 2 : IPL Teams: A Complete List of Players for IPL
The Indian Premier League (IPL) auction has seen the franchises build their squad with fresh players. A list of of players
of all eight IPL teams and their salaries. Tuesday, Nov 06, Â°C.

Chapter 3 : IPL Teams & Players â€“ IPL Schedule, Time Table, Match List
IPL PLAYERS AUCTION LIST ANS TEAMS: The IPL players' auction was one of the most anticipated events walking
into the new year and what a colossal event it turned out to be. The franchises were allotted a budget of 80 crores with a
minimum cap being 60 crores.
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Chapter 4 : IPL DD Players List (Delhi Daredevils) - Complete Team Squad
IPL Teams and IPL Players List: There are total eight teams which are contributing to the mega cricketing event. Start
studded tournament is ready to begin, and people are waiting eagerly to watch their favorite IPL Players List on the
ground.

Chapter 5 : IPL Mumbai Indians Team Squad, Player List For IPL 11
IPL Auctions Complete player list of sold and unsold players with price and money and teams which have bought them.
The player auction is the biggest auction in the history of the Indian Premier League since the inaugural auction which
took place before the league commenced back in

Chapter 6 : IPL Auction Teams, Players List, Result Updates, Date and Time
Vivo IPL Player List The IPL auction held on January 27 and 28 in Bangalore was full of suspense, drama,
disappointment, nail biting situations and what not. Every team franchise was given the option to retain three players
prior to the auction and two players during the auction.

Chapter 7 : List of Indian Premier League personnel changes - Wikipedia
Mumbai Indians Team Squad, Player List For IPL About Mumbai Indians (MI) Mumbai Indians (MI) is a franchise cricket
team representing the city of Mumbai, Maharashtra, in the Indian Premier League (IPL).

Chapter 8 : IPL | PLAYERS AUCTIONS AND TEAMS | PROFANTASYCRICKET
IPL Points Table IPL Points Table Season 11 shows us teams positioning and the standings of the teams after the end
of every match IPL Points Table consists of total number of matches played, group positioning, won, Loss, net run rate.

Chapter 9 : Indian Premier League - Wikipedia
The team requested an addition of 9 players in the IPL longlist including Nepalese spinner Sandeep Lamichhane who
became the first Nepalese to be listed in IPL auction. [6] [7] The list was shortlisted to the total of players including
Indians. [8].
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